Press release, 11 October 2018

SALE OF HIGH VALUE PROPERTY IN EROTTAJA, HELSINKI – NEWSEC SERVES AS ADVISOR
TO THE SELLER
A high value property at Erottajankatu 2 in downtown Helsinki has changed owner. The
Seller comprised two housing corporations belonging to the bankruptcy estate of a
construction company, and the buyer was an international real estate investment
company.
The property consists of two listed buildings combined into a single block of office
accommodation with a gross combined floor space totalling approximately 10,000
square metres. The Kaleva Life Insurance Company originally developed the sites as
commercial and residential buildings at the end of the 19th century, with several
distinguished figures in Finnish commercial and cultural history, including the opera star
Aino Ackté and the newspaper magnate Amos Andersson, subsequently residing there.
The buildings then passed into State ownership, largely housing various government
agencies and institutions for nearly a century. These included the first chambers of the
Supreme Administrative Court following national independence. The longest continuous
user of the property was the National Board of Customs and its final tenant before
becoming vacant was the Ministry of the Interior.
The Sellers in the recent transaction were two housing corporations, As. Oy Helsingin
Dianapuisto and As. Oy Helsingin Yrjönkulma, belonging to the bankruptcy estate of the
construction company Lapis Rakennus Oy under the administration of official receiver
Authorised Public Accountant, Senior Associate Aarni Oksanen of Attorneys-at-Law
Magnusson Ltd. The buyer is a fund managed by BlackRock Real Assets.
“I am pleased that a new owner has been found for the Erottaja property. We took great
care in planning and implementing every stage of the sales process, and I am satisfied
that we have completed this transaction. We would not have succeeded without
exceptionally smooth co-operation with Newsec, with the creditors, and with the
Tampere Region Distraint Authority,” says Aarni Oksanen of Attorneys-at-Law
Magnusson Ltd.
Newsec served as advisor to the seller.
“We organised a broad competitive bidding process for this high value property that has
featured so prominently in the history of the city and on the urban landscape. The deal
was also exceptional as it was part of a compulsory liquidation process, with conveyance
to a foreign buyer making it all the more unusual, but it was completed superbly with the
professionals at Magnusson,” explains Kalle Jaskara at Newsec.
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Newsec – The Full Service Property House in Northern Europe – provides a comprehensive
service portfolio in the property valuation, real estate management and trading sectors for
property owners, investors and users. The company was established in 1994 and is owned by
private partners. The Group has 41 offices in seven northern European countries, employing a
total of 1,700 staff, of whom more than 360 are based in Finland. In 2018, Newsec opened a
London office to assist international investors interested in the Nordic and Baltic region.
Newsec successfully completes thousands of assignments every year, and administers more than
5,300 properties. Visit the company’s website at www.newsec.fi for further details.

Magnusson is internationally recognized leading top-tier law firm, located in Baltic Sea Region
and beyond. Our team consist of over 200 lawyers creating exceptional value to our clients all
over the world. Magnusson’s attorneys have a strong track record in helping clients to resolve
their most complicated legal challenges. Magnusson offers expert legal advice on a wide range of
practice areas with a special focus on Corporate and M&A, Dispute Resolution, Restructuring and
Insolvency, Real Estate, Employment and Technology. Several of Magnusson’s partners are listed
by Chambers Europe and Legal 500 EMEA. More information: www.magnussonlaw.com
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